connect
Get product information online
Order spare parts quickly and easily
Quick information about MULAG‘s new service portal

Spare parts and product
information online!
MULAG connect is a convenient online spare part ordering and product information system which enables you
to work quickly and efficiently. All you need is internet
access to take advantage of the portal anywhere and at
any time.

connect
Your benefits with MULAG connect

For each product you can now call up the corresponding
individual spare parts list including technical drawings
and order spare parts directly if required. Furthermore
operating manuals and wiring diagrams for each product
can be viewed and downloaded.
The benefits are obvious – MULAG connect enables you
to identify and order spare parts quickly and efficiently
and gives you access to detailed product information.
If you are interested in using MULAG connect please feel
free to get in touch with our After-Sales Service. Your registration as a MULAG connect user is quite simple.
For more details please do not hesitate to contact us.
Your MULAG Service Team

Registration with MULAG connect
You are interested and want to use our service
portal MULAG connect?

 Order spare parts quickly and easily
round the clock
 Get current spare part prices online
 Get spare part lists and wiring diagrams
for each and every product
 View and download operating manuals
 View fitting instructions
 High usability

Customer number_____________________________
Company ___________________________________
Address_____________________________________
Zip code/place ________________________________
First name___________________________________
Name ______________________________________
Division _____________________________________
Position _____________________________________
E-mail ______________________________________
Please return your completed form to:

connect@mulag.de
or via fax to +49 7804 913-208
The MULAG service team will send your personal
access data to the e-mail address you have provided.
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